Celebrate the work of Mason Science's Learning Assistants by attending a virtual poster presentation where April 30, 2021 | 1:30 to 3 p.m.

Join the April 28, 2021 | 8 to 10 p.m.

Virtual Evening Under the Stars with Jenna Cann

Join a discussion with April 27, 2021 | 4 to 5 p.m.

Mason Science Series: Seeking the Invisible: Detecting Supermassive Black Holes in Space

You're invited to attend this year's showcase to view a variety of undergraduate research projects in the 2021 Undergraduate Research Colloquium

Chemistry PhD student Greg Petruncio recently contributed to a study Chemistry and Biochemistry cancer detection and treatment Chemistry scientists help improve breast Cancer research on air circulation Mason researcher's work informs known risks of flying during COVID-19

Mason is vaccinating students at EagleBank Student COVID-19 vaccinations begin this week

Daniel Tong website features Mason researcher NASA National Public Health Week

Happy Earth Day from ESP Happy Earth Day from ESP...

In addition, I am proud to announce that many of our faculty, staff, and students have distinguished themselves during what some might say is an unprecedented year to navigate. Join me in congratuating them both in this post and via social media

During our spring graduation and within our program, we will highlight the various student awards for community engagement, and successful demonstration of intellect and research impact.

award season typically occurs each spring semester in April and May when countless nominating committees review recommendations for student performance, advisor and instructional excellence, and community engagement. The Mason Science community comes together to nominate and recognize standout performances. For academia, our In the entertainment world, January and February mark the "Award Season" where the Hollywood industry honors excellence in their field. The lead up to this time of year is known as the " OSCARS TRAIL" and it leads up to the Academy Awards. It's award season by Fernando Miralles-Wilhelm It's award season

For academia, our "Award Season" typically begins in April and May with the presentation of student awards. Mason Science has some exciting award recipients this year! This year, our graduating seniors received their Senior Awards during our Virtual Convocation.

"The Mason Science Community Award" was established in 2021 to honor an outstanding Mason Science graduate student who has demonstrated exemplary leadership, service, and commitment to the Mason Science community.
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